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Put your computer t o work tracking down jammers and
other unidentified signal sources.
By M a l ~ o l mC. Mallette, WASBV5"

ammers ...you can't deny they're
one of the great banes of ham radio.
They disrupt repeater and simplex
communications, and can make life generally miserable with unidentified, sometimes obscene. transmissions.
It's important that such behavior
doesn't spread. If unidentified jamming
of repeaters becomes common practice,
2 metel-s may someday resemble CB at
its worst, making the band a lot less useful, especially when it comes to public
service operations.
The easiest way to stop a jammer is to
ignore him. NEVER, NEVER mention or
threaten a jammer on the air. He wants to
hear how much you hate him. KEEP
YOUR MOUTH SHUT.

The Next Line of' Defense
If silence doesn't work, there are several ways to detennine the identity of operators who don't identify themselves.
Jammers are generally unaware of it, but
their trmsnzitters can identifi thenz.
For instance, a direction finding ("DF)
team can locate the source of any signal
on 2 meters by literally following the
strength of the signal with their receivers.
They generally use a method known as
triangulation to traclc the offending signal. (See "Basics: Radio Direction
Finding," elsewhere in this issue, to learn
how triangulation works.)
Remember that you should never say
arzythirzg abo~lttlze jnmnzer. orz nrzy hanz
fiequerzcy, and urlcler no circurnstnr7ces
shoz~ldyou nzentiorz orz the air arzy nt:bMalcolin Mrrllette, WA9BVS, is Lza
attorney irz I~zdiannpolis.He holds an Advanced class anzateur license.
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tempts Oeirzg mnrle to track riovvrz tlzejarw
mer. Coordinate your tracking operations
on the telephone.

Better 5tille..&ett h e
Transmitter IdentiQ Itself'
But DFing is time-consuming and triangulation requires repeatedor long-duration transmissions. An easier approach
is to use the built-in tendency of transmitters to identify themselves, even if the
operator doesn't give a callsign.
Modern 2-meter rigs have hundreds of
channels available, with a microprocessor-contsolled PLL (phase-locked loop)
determining the transmit frequency. During the first 2/10ths of a second after the
mic button is pressed, the transmitter
moves in a unique pattern around the operating frequency, as the PLL locks up on
the transmit frequency. This pattern is
known as the transmitter's turrz-on characteristic. A similar turn-off clzaracteristic is generated when the mic key is
released and the PLL unlocks.
For over 20 years, hams have used the
turn-on characteristics of a transmitter to
help identify a particular transmitter. In
the old days of the tube radios on 6-meter
FM, you could !ook at a scope or meter
across the discriminator output to catch a
glimpse of the turn-on characteristic of an
unidentified transmission.
With modem computers and AID (analog-to-digital) converters, it's easy to
catch and store the turn-on and the turnoff characteristics of a transmitter. All
you need is an FM receiver whose discriminator or other detector output is connected to an AID converter and the proper software. The AID converter will
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convert to a digital format the low-frequency audio that results from the turnon or turn-off. The software will then display the turn-on or turn-off as a graph that
the operator can compare to other turnon and turn-off graphs. The comparison
can identify, or help identify, the unknown transmitter.
In fact, there's even a microprocessorcontrolled commercial unit (Motron's
TxID-1) that can identify the station on
its own by automatically comparing the
signal it's hearing with data files of
known transmitters! Well-funded repeater organizations may want to consider the
purchase of that equipment. Its PI-ice,at
around $700, is a bargain.
But if that's beyond the budget of your.
repeater group, you can build-for less
than $100-a simple device that can capture the turn-on and turn-off, then interface witha computer to permanently store
the data.?

Enter "5herlsck"
The Sherlock system is the modern
equivalent of putting a scope across the
discriminator. It consists of a simple AID
converter, an audio amplifier, and software, and it captures the turn-on and turnoff so that the operator himself can draw
his own conclusions. While not a clone
of the commercial unit, or intended for
commercial use, Sherlock also enables
the operator to identify a transmission if
he has previously captured, or later catches, the turn-on and turn-off of the same
transmitter when the operator gives his
callsign. This must be done manually.
Sherlock's AJD converter is based on
the Maxim MAX150 chip and is similar
to a circuit that appeared in the Januaq:'
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